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Insider Threat


DoControl’s annual SaaS Security Threat Landscape report aggregates findings across a subset of companies for which DoControl 

performed an audit of SaaS data access control and exposure. The findings have been compiled from audits of a cross-section of 

companies ranging in size from 11 to 6,696 employees.



In situations where significant differences in the findings by company size occurred, those results were broken out into two groups -- 

medium-sized companies (50 to 1,000 employees) and large enterprises (1,001 to 6,696 employees). In situations where the difference 

between the two groups was insignificant, one overall statistic was provided.



SaaS applications, while both vital and ubiquitous within technology stacks across the business landscape, expose 

companies of all sizes to significant security risks stemming from undetected data exfiltration.



Where possible, we have quantified the risk organizations face based on the analysis DoControl has performed for the 

companies represented in this study. The vulnerabilities are broken out into five different categories: Insider Threat, Internal 

vs. External Actors and Access, Third-Party to Fourth-Party Sharing, Outdated Permissions, and Third-Party OAuth 

Applications.



The intentional exfiltration or unintentional leakage of data via SaaS access controls that allow employees and/or contractors to share 

SaaS assets publicly, share to personal email domains, or upload encryption keys for encrypted assets to SaaS collaboration applications. 

Many actions that fall into this category are benign. When they are not, however, they can be embarrassing for the company and its 

employees, damaging to the company’s financials, and devastating to brand reputation. 
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Key Data Points



Sharing Publicl
 In medium companies, an average of 6,516 assets stored in SaaS applications are shared publicly

 In large companies, an average of 94,455 assets stored in SaaS applications are shared publicly.



Sharing to Personal Emai
 61% of companies have employees who have shared company-owned assets with their personal email.

 Within any given company, however, the percentage of employees who have shared to their personal email this year is small but 

significant -- 2.2% and 1.4% among medium and large companies respectively

 In medium companies, we find that there is one employee sharing to personal email for every 48 employees in the company

 In large companies, we see one employee out of 70 sharing to personal email.



Storing Encryption Keys in SaaS Asset
 Google Drive/Workspac

 81% of medium-sized companies have encryption files stored in Google Drive/Workspace

 Google Drive/Workspace hosts an average of 1,297 encryption files per medium-sized company.

 78% of large companies have encryption files stored in Google Drive/Workspace

 Google Drive/Workspace hosts an average number of 2,321 encryption files per large company.

 Microsoft Team

 19% of medium-sized companies on average have encryption files stored in Microsof

 Microsoft Teams documents host an average of 1,430 encryption files per medium-sized company.

 100% of large companies have encryption files stored in Microsoft documents

 Microsoft Teams documents host an average number of 25,756 encryption files per large-sized company.

 Slac

 38% of all companies studied have encryption files stored in Slack

 An average of 19 encryption keys per company were stored in Slack.


94k

61%

81%
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Internal vs. External Actors and Access

External actors -- partners, customers, services agencies, and other parties not employed by the organization -- are granted access to 

data in SaaS applications as a matter of course every day. What these external entities can do with the SaaS assets they receive is more or 

less within the control of the organization that created them. Companies need to limit external sharing by approaching SaaS data 

permissioning from a least privilege posture and by removing access when assets are no longer needed by the parties with whom they 

were shared. Unfortunately, neither of these happens frequently enough.

Third-Party to Fourth-Party Sharing

One of the ramifications of not adequately limiting the data access granted to external parties is third-party to fourth-party sharing. In 

many instances, trusted third-parties have legitimate reasons for sharing SaaS assets with fourth parties. These situations, however, should 

be managed by the originator of the SaaS assets. Without adequate SaaS data access controls, the originators often lose sight of assets 

shared externally, introducing an unacceptable level of risk.

Key Data Points



Average number of assets shared externall
 The medium-sized companies in our study had on average nearly 224k assets in SaaS applications that have been shared 

externally.

 Large companies had more than 491k  assets in SaaS applications shared externally.

 If we look at this from a per-employee perspective across all the companies in our study, we see 2,246 assets per employee 

shared externally



Ratio of Employees to External Parties with Access to SaaS Asset
 For medium companies, there are 9 external actors per employee on average

 For large companies, there are 7 external actors per employee on average

 Medium companies have 5,094 external parties with access to data in SaaS files

 Large companies have 31,067 external parties with access to data in SaaS files.



Average Number of External Collaborators Per Compan
 On average, medium companies are adding 20 external collaborators monthly

 Large companies are adding 143 external collaborators on average monthly.

Key Data Points



Medium-Sized Companies
 53 4th-party domains on average have access to SaaS assets
 88 assets in Google Drive on average are shared from 3rd parties to 4th parties.
 Over the course of the first nine months of 2022, medium companies 

experienced roughly 182 events where 3rd-party actors shared assets with 4th-
party actors. 



Large Companie
 241 4th-party domains on average have access to SaaS assets
 350 assets in Google Drive on average are shared from 3rd parties to 4th parties
 Over the course of the first nine months of 2022, there were just over 1,189 events 

where 3rd-party actors shared assets with 4th-party actors.



Overal
 In 2022, from May-December, there were 23,674 workflow executions triggered 

by 3rd-party actors sharing assets with 4th-party actors.

31,067

External

Parties

182

350

23k



Download the full report for additional findings, statistics and data points, as well as how to build a business case 

for securing your SaaS application estate.
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Outdated Permissions

In an effort to stay nimble, companies often introduce and compound the problem of outdated permissions. There are two manifestations 

of this type of security vulnerability: lingering access to SaaS assets that are no longer in regular use to support current business 

objectives; SaaS data access that persists after employees have parted ways with their employer. Each can be easily rectified, but both 

plague companies of all sizes, sometimes to devastating effect.

Third-Party OAuth Applications

Misconfiguring third-party applications that integrate with core applications in the company’s technology stack can create exposure for 

companies that may only be identified after the vulnerability has been exploited by a bad actor. Granting unnecessary read/write access to 

applications that may not have strong enough native security controls can open the door to data exfiltration, which can be the basis for 

supply chain-based attacks.  


Conclusion

DoControl has a unique approach to managing SaaS data access that remediates any situations where this exposure exists and closes 

off these vulnerabilities before they can be exploited. DoControl helps avoid the devastating consequences of data exfiltration and 

leakage. The DoControl SaaS Security Platform provides companies with centralized, automated, granular data access controls over the 

SaaS applications in your technology stack. The no-code, automated workflows help IT and security teams manage their SaaS data 

access so companies can move forward with SaaS deployments confidently, and in a secure manner.



About DoControl

DoControl is an agentless, event-driven SaaS Security Platform that secures business-critical SaaS applications and data. DoControl 

helps organizations expose their SaaS risk, remediate it quickly, and automatically remediate over time through granular, no-code 

workflows. DoControl uncovers all SaaS users, third-party collaborators, assets and metadata, OAuth applications, groups, and activity 

events. DoControl helps reduce risk, prevent data breaches, and mitigate insider risk without slowing down business enablement. To 

learn more about DoControl, visit www.docontrol.io, read the DoControl blogs, or follow us on Twitter and LinkedIn.


Key Data Point

 67% of all companies have lingering access to assets that are more than 5 years old that are 

stored in Google Workspace.

 31% of all companies have former employees who have accessed assets stored in SaaS 

applications after they have parted ways from their employer.



Key Data Points



Medium Companies

Microsoft has an average of 224 third-party application 

integration

 11 applications on average are overprivileged


Google has an average of 50 third-party application 

integration

 17 applications on average have data access 

permissions

 9 applications on average are overprivileged 


Large Companies

Microsoft has an average of 743 third-party application 

integrations


11 applications on average are overprivileged


 Google has an average of 81 third-party application 

integrations


27  applications on average have data access 

permissions 


9 applications on average are overprivileged 


67%

http://www.docontrol.io/2023-data-report
http://www.docontrol.io/
https://www.docontrol.io/blog
https://twitter.com/do_control?lang=en
https://www.linkedin.com/company/do-control


Gather insights and data from users interactions in 

near real-time from events that take place in JIRA 

projects



Gain full visibility into JIRA project specific issues and 

their sub-entities, such as comments, descriptions, 

and attachments 


Establish secure workflows that are future-proofed 

to mitigate the risk of data overexposure and 

exfiltration 


Centrally enforce consistent data access controls 

throughout JIRA, and all other critical SaaS 

applications



Key Benefits

1

2

3

4

Implementing SaaS Security 
Workflows in JIRA Software

The DoControl Impact


Gain Visibility and Control


Establish Secure Workflows


DoControl provides comprehensive data access security that adds a 

foundational layer of preventative controls to protect sensitive 

business-critical data and files in JIRA. The solution integrates with 

JIRA to secure all shared data and files accessed by every identity


and entity, both internal employees as well as 3rd party collaborators. 

DoControl’s fine-grain data access controls help prevent data 

overexposure and exfiltration, automatically remediate the risk of 

insider threats, and allow for business enablement to be achieved in a 

secure way.



Integrate JIRA with DoControl to:



JIRA lacks the visibility required to manage and control access for 

groups and domains that regularly manipulate and share sensitive 

company data. The number of users and assets within a standard JIRA 

implementation is unmanageably high, creating a scalable problem 

when attempting to secure data and files within the application. 

Gaining insight into which boards/projects contain PII term, info, or 

labels and gaining comprehensive visibility into issues and their sub-

entities, such as comments, descriptions, and attachments. In order to 

maintain control of these inputs, organizations must monitor and 

enforce compliance with relevant policies and procedures. With 

DoControl enabled teams can enable near real-time monitoring of 

every user activity to detect and respond to immediate threats PII and 

sensitive data leaks.
 


DoControl provides future-proofed, secure workflows for specific JIRA 

users and groups that present higher-levels of risk to the business. 

Establishing permissions to JIRA users lacks the required granularity to 

implement effective data access control policies. Applying settings 

that are based on specific users and departments, or other similar 

relevant parameters, is not supported in JIRA. For example, customer 

success and support teams are more likely to share sensitive 

information within boards/projects. JIRA lacks the ability to apply 

specific workflow policies to different groups and departments. 

Company-wide data access policies also lack granularity, and are 

limited to generic CRUD (create, read, update and delete). Currently in 

JIRA there is no ability to remove a publicly shared document. 
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This poignant issue could be the impetus that leads to a 

significant data breach. DoControl provides users with the 

ability to delete an entire issue with all sub-entities, such as 

the issue's comments, attachments, and descriptions.




Automated notifications can be triggered to individual actors 

or security teams regarding policy violations, or PII that was 

detected with issues as well as sub-entities. Discovering policy 

and PII within the JIRA admin console can be challenging, 

especially as most teams leveraging JIRA have a significant 

amount of data in boards/projects. DoControl provides the 

ability to distribute automated notifications whenever an issue 

becomes detected, enabling organizations to take a risk-based 

approach to securing files within JIRA. Policies can be set to 

distribute specific notifications based on risk. For example, 

lower risk events can notify the individual actor, and higher risk 

events can be directed to Security teams to respond to. 

Automating this process frees up time for IT and Security 

teams to focus on more strategic projects, as well as 

improving the general ‘security mindedness’ of business users 

through ongoing interaction and engagement.

Initiate Automated Notifications




Enforcement Actions
Enforcement actions can be established by defining secure workflow policies that trigger automatically by events within JIRA. For 

example: If a Jira user in your organization adds PII in the issue description or in a comment, your security team can receive a notification 

in near real-time and take appropriate action.



Reach out to a DoControl expert to review additional enforcement actions and threat model coverage. DoControl provides a rich catalog 

of playbooks that can be leveraged to create specific enforcement actions. Policies can be created from scratch, or the


playbooks can be adjusted to align to specific security program requirements. Creating secure workflow policies for JIRA with DoControl 

can be achieved in a few simple clicks. The playbooks can be found directly within the DoControl console by accessing the Workflows 

tab.


DoControl can address limitless security policy violations or PII within JIRA, as the platform is completely-

event driven by all SaaS activity within the application. Once defined, secure data access policies will be 

triggered in near real-time, adding a critical layer of preventative controls to minimize data leakage. 

Partner with DoControl and start moving security closer to what drives the modern business forward. Learn more.

 Example pre-established secure workflow policies 

include: prevention of public asset sharing, auto-expiration 

of public sharing, removal of external collaborators, 

notification of encrypted keys sharing, prevention of 

sharing to private email accounts, asset monitoring and 

isolation, and more

 Example immediate actions include: removing public 

sharing, changing file ownership, revoking access to 

specific users, and more.

Permission Scopes

A full listing of required read/write permissions scopes are 

available in the DoControl documentation portal, which you can 

find on our user guide. Integrating DoControl with JIRA requires a 

Basic Plan, and the integrator must be a ‘JIRA Administer for the 

Cloud site’ OR ‘Administer Jira

 From the DoControl side menu, click Integrations.

 Under the Jira icon, click Connect. The Connect to JIRA Wizard 

then opens

 Click “Let's go” and follow the instructions in the wizard.

 Click Allow to grant DoControl access permissions.

 Select which Jira sites DoControl should retrieve information 

from. When finished, the wizard indicates that Jira is 

connected.



Once integrated, the DoControl solution is enabled to 

automatically implement the enforcement actions that’ve been 

pre-established (examples listed above), across all JIRA users and 

assets. The DoControl solution is enabled to enforce automated 

remediation actions within the JIRA environment such as deleting 

issue and sub-entities such as comments and attachments.
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JIRA is a software application developed by the Australian 

software company Atlassian that allows teams to track 

issues, manage projects, and automate workflows. One of the 

most popular open source testing software tools – JIRA is 

trusted by over 65,000 companies worldwide, including giants 

like Spotify, Cisco, eBay, Square and Airbnb. This issue tracking 

tool is mainly used to track, organize and prioritize issues, 

bugs, features and tasks related to software and mobile 

apps.JIRA Software is a powerful platform that combines 

issue collection and agile project management capabilities 

into a single application. The platform leverages all kinds of 

project management skills, including software development, 

Agile project management, bug tracking, scrum management, 

content management, marketing, professional service 

management, and so much more.

About JIRA

Establish secure workflows for specific JIRA users and groups that 

present higher-levels of risk to the business

DoControl provides a consolidated view of all JIRA events, assets, and more

https://www.docontrol.io/
https://docs.docontrol.io/docontrol-user-guide/integrations/jira-software#integrate-jira-software-with-docontrol


Defending 
Against SaaS 
Supply Chain 
Attacks
An overview of SaaS supply 
chain risks with pragmatic 
recommendations and 
guidance to mitigate attacks
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Introduction

A software supply chain attack targets the software development process, with the intent of  introducing malicious code into “trusted” 

software packages. This attack typically involves compromising one or more of the components that make up the software supply chain. 

Upon successfully infiltrating the supply chain, attackers can then insert malicious code or backdoors into the software package. This 

allows for the ability to steal sensitive data, launch further attacks on the target organization or its customers, or take control of the 

affected systems and/or applications.



This document provides an overview of software supply chain risks, and offers pragmatic recommendations and guidance to mitigate this 

type of increasingly common attack that targets Software as a Service (SaaS) applications.


The lifecycle of a software supply chain attack can vary depending on the specific attack vector and the target system. Understanding 

the general phases of a supply chain attack is a criticality that cannot be overlooked in order to take the appropriate measures to 

identify, protect, detect, respond, and recover from supply chain-based attacks. [2] This includes implementing strong security measures, 

conducting regular security assessments, and monitoring the supply chain for indicators of compromise.  



--



[1] The European Union Agency for Cybersecurity (ENISA): Threat Landscape for Supply Chain Attacks (July 2021), https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/threat-landscape-for-
supply-chain-attacks 



[2] NIST: Framework for Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity, Version 1.1 (April 2018), https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/CSWP/NIST.CSWP.04162018.pdf

The Lifecycle of a Supply Chain Attack

Supply chain-based attacks have long been a security challenge, however in more recent years cyber security practitioners are 

encountering a greater number of more targeted and sophisticated attacks. These attacks are a type of cardinality of one-to-many; when 

the compromising of one victim organization (the supplier) gains entry point into some or all of its customers (the consumers of the service 

provider). The cascading effects from a single attack may have a widely propagated impact. For this reason, attackers have shifted their 

focus towards targeting suppliers. Supply chain attacks have significant negative impacts in terms of the downtime of systems, financial 

implications, reputational damages, and many other negative outcomes. [1] 



A software supply chain attack typically follows a series of stages, which can be broadly categorized into the following five phases:


 : In this phase, the attacker gains access to the software supply chain by exploiting vulnerabilities in the target system or 

application. This can be achieved through a variety of means, such as phishing attacks, spear-phishing, social engineering, credential 

compromise, or exploiting software vulnerabilities

 : Once the attacker has infiltrated the software supply chain, the next step typically involves implanting malicious code into 

the software or system. This can be achieved by modifying the source code, injecting malicious code into libraries or dependencies, or 

leveraging a backdoor to gain unauthorized access to the system or application

 : In this phase, the attacker spreads the malicious code to other systems or applications through the use of various 

propagation techniques. The goal is to maximize the impact of the attack and infect as many systems or applications as possible

 : Once the malicious code has been successfully deployed and propagated, the attacker can trigger the attack by activating 

the code or payload. This can be achieved through a variety of means, such as a timer, an external trigger, or a specific event

 : In the final phase, the attacker takes advantage of the vulnerabilities in the system or application to achieve their 

objectives, which can range from exfiltrating sensitive data to causing a disruption in service or system functionality.

Infiltration

Implantation

Propagation

Activation

Exploitation

https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/threat-landscape-for-supply-chain-attacks
https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/threat-landscape-for-supply-chain-attacks
https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/CSWP/NIST.CSWP.04162018.pdf
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Supply Chain Attack Techniques

Software supply chain attacks can be difficult to detect and mitigate, which is partly due to the techniques that are often leveraged in a 

standard attack. There are several techniques, both basic and sophisticated, that provide the desired outcomes of business disruption or 

data exfiltration; and in many cases more than one technique is used in any given attack. The categories of attack techniques highlighted 

below are commonly used in supply chain-based attacks.

3rd Party Software Attacks

Credential Theft

Malware Injection

Fraudulent Certificates

Social Engineering

Tampering and Alteration

Insider Threats

: These attacks are executed by exploiting vulnerabilities present in the software that is 

part of the supply chain. Attackers often gain access to the 3rd party software and implant malicious code that can 

be triggered when the software is used by the intended target.



: Both human user and machine identity credentials (i.e. passwords, tokens, or secrets) for a supplier 

or vendor become compromised, providing unauthorized access to an organization's systems, networks, applications, 

and data.  



: Malware injection attacks involve the insertion of malicious code or malware into software 

packages or updates distributed through the software supply chain. The malware may be designed to steal data, 

launch distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks, or provide remote access to the attacker.



: Attackers can use fraudulent digital certificates to sign and distribute malicious software that 

appears to be legitimate. Fake digital certificates such as SSL/TLS or Code Signing certificates can be found and 

purchased on the Dark Web.



: Social engineering attacks involve manipulating users into divulging sensitive information or 

installing malware. Attackers can use phishing emails, impersonation attacks, or other social engineering techniques to 

target employees and compromise their access to the software supply chain.



: In these attacks, attackers modify the software or firmware to insert malicious code that 

allows them to gain control over the system. The modified software may be distributed to end-users via the supply 

chain, compromising the integrity and security of the entire system. 


: Insider threats involve individuals with legitimate access to the software supply chain who abuse their 

privileges to carry out attacks. Malicious insiders include employees of software vendors, system integrators, or other 

third-party vendors involved in the supply chain.

SaaS Application Supply Chain Risk 

A main threat vector within SaaS involves machine identity access and the associated credentials with “Shadow Applications.” These 

applications are a form of Shadow IT that are not authorized (i.e. unsanctioned) by an organization's IT department. Shadow 

Applications have the potential to contain vulnerabilities or backdoors that can be exploited, providing unauthorized access to 

sensitive information and data. One proven technique is to compromise the credentials and privileges involved in application-to-

application interconnectivity.



Many common, 3rd party applications require elevated system privileges to operate effectively. Even when the application can 

effectively operate with reduced privileges, they will oftentimes default to asking for greater privileges during installation to ensure 

the application’s maximum effectiveness within the organization’s IT estate. Unfortunately, organizations will woefully accept 3rd party 

software defaults without investigating further, allowing for additional accessibility vectors to be introduced into the environment. [3] 



Open Authorization (OAuth) is an open standard that issues tokens to users for access to systems. An OAuth access token enables a 

3rd party application to interact with resources containing user data in the ways requested by the application without obtaining user 

credentials. Attackers who steal OAuth tokens can gain access to sensitive data and perform actions with the permissions of these 

compromised targets, which can lead to privilege escalation and further compromise the environment. [4]
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SaaS Application Supply Chain Risk

Shadow Applications have a high propensity to create data silos. The use of 

unsanctioned applications may result in the inability to integrate with other 

applications used by the organization, which leads to data silos as well as 

inefficient workflows. In addition, the risk of data loss will also increase due to 

the fact that Shadow Applications may not have proper backup or recovery 

mechanisms in place. 



Beyond the risks imposed from a cybersecurity perspective, there are also 

regulatory compliance considerations (i.e. Payment Card Industry Data Security 

Standard (PCI DSS, General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). Many industries 

have regulatory frameworks and compliance requirements that organizations 

must adhere to. The use of Shadow Applications will land organizations in non-

compliance, resulting in potential fines or legal action from the governing body.



IT departments are responsible for supporting and maintaining authorized 

applications. If unsanctioned applications are not supported by IT, they will likely 

lead to issues with compatibility, updates, and security patches. To mitigate the 

risks associated with unsanctioned applications, organizations should establish 

clear policies for the use of technology and enforce those policies consistently. 

Engaging with business users and performing application reviews whereby users 

provide a business justification for the application is one way to achieve this. It 

is also important to educate employees on the risks associated with 

unsanctioned applications and provide them with approved alternatives. 





OAuth applications are often overprivileged with 

risky permission scopes, they may not be 

verified via a Marketplace, as well as may not be 

approved internally through IT/Security teams.


The major collaboration applications companies 

rely on often support numerous 3rd party 

application integrations. Unfortunately, it’s not 

uncommon for some of these third-party apps 

to be overprivileged: [5] 


Medium Companie
 Microsoft has an average of 224 third-

party application integration

 11 applications on average are 

overprivilege

  Google has an average of 50 third-party 

application integration

 17 applications on average have data 

access permissions

 9 applications on average are 

overprivileged 


Large Companie
 Microsoft has an average of 743 third-

party application integration

 11 applications on average are 

overprivilege

  Google has an average of 81 third-party 

application integration

 27  applications on average have data 

access permissions

 9 applications on average are 

overprivileged



Download the full 2023 SaaS Security Threat 

Landscape Report




–



[3] CISA: Defending Against Software Supply Chain Attacks, Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (April 2021), https://www.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/
defending_against_software_supply_chain_attacks_508_1.pdf 



[4] MITRE ATT&CK Framework, T1528, Steal Application Access Token (April 2022), https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1528/ 



[5] DoControl 2023 SaaS Security Threat Landscape Report (March 2023), http://www.docontrol.io/2023-data-report  


[6] NIST Special Publication 800-218: Secure Software Development Framework (SSDF) Version 1.1, (February 2022), https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/
NIST.SP.800-218.pdf


Organizations should regularly monitor their IT estate for unauthorized 

applications and take prompt action to remove them. Business-critical SaaS 

applications should undergo rigorous assessments as they should be 

considered a Tier0 asset; given the sensitive data that is accessed, shared 

and manipulated within this environment. Both human and machine identities 

require strong security controls and policies to effectively protect sensitive 

data, and prevent lateral movement from one business-critical application to 

another. [6] 


Figure 1. The standard OAuth authentication flow for a shadow application gaining unauthorized access to scopes and corresponding 
resources from the target application.  




http://www.docontrol.io/2023-data-report
http://www.docontrol.io/2023-data-report
https://www.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/defending_against_software_supply_chain_attacks_508_1.pdf
https://www.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/defending_against_software_supply_chain_attacks_508_1.pdf
https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1528/
http://www.docontrol.io/2023-data-report
https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.800-218.pdf
https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.800-218.pdf
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Notable Credential-based Supply Chain Attacks 

SAMSUNG, MARCH 2022


The Lapsus$ hacking group obtained and leaked 190GB of Samsung’s confidential source. After scanning it, 

GitGuardian uncovered 6,695 secrets in the leaked source code. GitGuardian’s results also indicated that 

approximately 600 authentication tokens had also been exposed in the source code.



GITHUB, APRIL 2022


An attacker had abused stolen OAuth user tokens to download data from dozens of GitHub’s customers. The 

applications maintained by the compromised platform service providers, Heroku and Travis-CI, were used by 

GitHub users. GitHub’s analysis of the threat actor's behaviors suggested that they mined the downloaded 

private repository (GitHub’s own npm) contents. The attacker scanned the code within these private repos to 

which the stolen OAuth token had access, seeking out secrets that could be used to pivot into other 

infrastructure. 



TOYOTA, OCTOBER 2022


Toyota publicly disclosed a data leak after access keys were exposed, warning their customers of potential 

personal information exposure. Some of Toyota’s source code was inadvertently published on GitHub and 

contained an access key to the data server that stored customer email addresses and management numbers. 

A 3rd party development subcontractor made a significant mistake in allowing that public key to be accessible 

for almost 5 years.






Mitigation Strategies for Supply Chain-based Attacks


Security Assessment: 

Strict Vendor Assessment:

Code Review and Auditing: 

Verification and Authentication:

Continuous Monitoring: 

Security Automation:

Some of these recent supply chain attacks revealed alarming weaknesses in traditional defense strategies, as well as showing the 

potential of its cascading negative implications. Despite some of the highly sophisticated tactics, techniques and procedures (TTPs) 

involved in these attacks, organizations can still adopt security strategies to mitigate the risk of supply chain-based attacks. 



Organizations should place their focus around building preventative measures due to the difficulty of mitigating consequences after a 

software supply chain attack occurs. Security practitioners should observe industry best practices before an attack has occurred. [7] 

Implementing best practices will bolster an organization’s ability to prevent, mitigate, and respond to attacks. Here are a few 

considerations to combat growing software supply chain risks

 Conducting a comprehensive security assessment can help organizations identify vulnerabilities and risks in their 

supply chain, such as weak points, 3rd-party software providers, and data and communication channels

  Perform a detailed vendor assessment to identify their supply chain processes and policies, evaluate their 

security practices and processes, and identify potential vulnerabilities in their systems

 Conduct a thorough code review and audit process to ensure that all code is secure and up-to-date. This 

can include performing static and dynamic analysis, and identifying potential security flaws and vulnerabilities

  Verify and authenticate all software and hardware components of the supply chain, including the 

identity of the supplier and any 3rd-party providers

 Employ a continuous monitoring system that tracks and monitors all critical activities, including real-time 

threat detection and response capabilities

  Implement preventative security controls that automatically revoke access, suspend or remove sanctioned 

applications that violate organizational policy.
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7.  Ensure that all communication channels are secure and encrypted to prevent unauthorized access or 

tampering of sensitive data.



8. Keep all software and systems up-to-date with the latest security patches, fixes, and updates, to prevent 

any vulnerabilities from being exploited by attackers.



9.  Educate employees and vendors on the importance of supply chain security and their role in 

maintaining a secure supply chain. Engage with end users on an ongoing basis to reaffirm security best practices, and notify on policy 

violations or high risk activities. 



As the threat landscape evolves, organizations will need to prioritize security and be more aggressive about reducing their risks. 

Regulatory compliance frameworks, as well as most organizational policy require that business-critical data, both supplier and customer 

data, be protected. Incorporating some of these techniques, as well as establishing an evidence-based cyber risk management program 

will help navigate through the evolving threat landscape.







Secure Communication Channels:

Regular Software Updates: 

Cybersecurity Training and Awareness:

DoControl’s Approach to Protecting the SaaS Supply Chain

DoControl provides many foundational controls outlined in the aforementioned mitigation strategies section, that aid in the prevention of a 

supply chain-based attack at the earliest stages of the attack chain. The DoControl SaaS Security Platform will first discover all 

interconnected SaaS applications within the estate, and expose a full mapping and inventory of 1st, 2nd and 3rd party applications. The 

solution helps prevent OAuth token compromise by revoking tokens and removing users, both through self-service tooling as well as via 

automated security workflows.  



The full context of which platform the application is connected to, how many users have it installed, the risk score (calculated by 

permissions, scopes, IP addresses, etc.), compliance standards, and more. Security teams can monitor and control application usage and 

take immediate action on potential policy violations, as well as enforce automated security policies to automatically remediate the 

potential risk exposed by the application. In order to support the business in a secure way, application reviews with business users can be 

performed through ongoing interaction and engagement (i.e. via Slack). Automated notifications can be generated when an unsanctioned 

application becomes introduced to the SaaS estate, and end users can then have them approved through a business justification.





The DoControl solution provides comprehensive Shadow Application governance through discovery, control, and automated remediation. 

How it works:

--



[7] CISA: Defending Against Software Supply Chain Attacks, Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (April 2021), https://www.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/
defending_against_software_supply_chain_attacks_508_1.pdfNIST.SP.800-218.pdf


https://www.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/defending_against_software_supply_chain_attacks_508_1.pdf
https://www.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/defending_against_software_supply_chain_attacks_508_1.pdf
https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.800-218.pdf
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Monitor and Control: Perform application reviews 

with business users through ongoing interaction 

and engagement (i.e. via Slack). Assign a risk-

index to each application to enable the 

assessment and evaluation of the SaaS estate. 

Create pre-approval policies and workflows that 

require end users to provide a business 

justification to onboard new applications. IT and 

Security teams can quarantine suspicious 

applications, reduce overly excessive 

permissions, and revoke or remove applications 

or access.


Automated Remediation: Automate security 

policy enforcement across the SaaS application 

stack that prevents unsanctioned or high risk 

application usage, and remediates the potential 

risk those apps might expose (i.e. invalid tokens, 

extensive or unused permissions, listed vs. not 

listed apps, etc.). IT and Security teams can 

automatically reduce risk exposure related to 

application-to-application interconnectivity (i.e. 

automatically suspend or remove potential 

malicious applications) by implementing Security 

Workflows.


DoControl additionally provides enrichment and contextual data within the SaaS estate. The solution provides application classification 

through standard identity providers (IdP) Single Sign-on (SSO) prism, as well as human resource information systems (HRIS) for 

departmental breakdowns. Data enrichment and exposing the full business-context of the SaaS estate will assist Security teams in 

triaging security events and help streamline incident response efforts. For data access exposure, DoControl connects shadow 

applications with data access findings and incorporates the risk and overall magnitude to better understand the organization's risk 

profile. For example, if an application has specific scopes and certain levels of access, it will combine the exposure of files, assets and 

drives that it's connected to.


Discovery and Visibility: Discover all connected SaaS 

applications to the core SaaS stack. Identify issues 

of noncompliance for the entire SaaS application 

estate to ensure security policies are effectively 

enforced. Expose a full SaaS-to-SaaS application 

mapping and comprehensive inventory of 1st, 2nd 

and 3rd party applications (i.e. installed users, drive 

access, drive-wide permissions, and more). IT and 

Security teams can gain a strong understanding of 

the riskiest SaaS platforms, applications, and users 

exposed within the SaaS estate.
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The DoControl SaaS Security Platform

DoControl provides a unified, automated and risk-aware SaaS Security Platform that secures business critical data, drives operational 

efficiencies, and enables business productivity. DoControl’s core competency is focused on protecting business-critical SaaS data through 

automated remediation. This is achieved through preventive data access controls, SaaS service misconfiguration detection, service mesh 

discovery, and shadow application governance. The DoControl Platform is built upon three foundational tenets which include Discovery 

and Visibility, Monitor and Control, and Automated Remediation. DoControl provides SaaS data protection that works for the modern 

business, so they can drive their business forward in a secure way.



Strengthen your SaaS supply chain security posture. Request a demo to get started.  



About DoControl

DoControl is an agentless, event-driven SaaS Security Platform that secures business-critical SaaS 

applications and data. DoControl helps organizations expose their SaaS risk, remediate it quickly, 

and automatically remediate over time through granular, no-code workflows. DoControl uncovers 

all SaaS users, third-party collaborators, assets and metadata, OAuth applications, groups, and 

activity events. DoControl helps reduce risk, prevent data breaches, and mitigate insider risk 

without slowing down business enablement. To learn more about DoControl, visit 

www.docontrol.io, read the DoControl blogs, or follow us on Twitter and LinkedIn.



https://www.docontrol.io/demo
http://www.docontrol.io/
https://www.docontrol.io/blog
https://twitter.com/do_control?lang=en
https://www.linkedin.com/company/do-control

